
VIDEO  EDIT ING  AT  TECKNIEK



WHAT  WE  OFFER

We, at Techniek, aim to
provide you the best video
editing services at the
lowest prices. Our video
editing team consists of
highly skilled individuals
with an in-depth
knowledge of all video
editing aspects from color
grading and hyperlapses to
noise reduction and
transitions in a video. our
qualified video editors will
help you create the most
amazing and jaw-dropping
videos starting at just $9.



 It's always advantageous to
have a clear image of how we
need our video to be before
starting to edit. For this
purpose, we organize an in-
depth meeting with our
clients regarding their
purpose and  goals and what
they expect from their video. 

HOW  I T 'S  DONE



OUR  WORK

We believe the results speak for themselves, therefore, We have added a few
"before editing" and "after editing" pictures for your reference . 



COLOR

GRADING

A video looks much
livelier and appealing
with bright and vibrant
colors. Our video editors
help you bring out those
colors in your video.
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We make sure
that while
compiling
numerous
video clips,
entry into a
new frame
from the
previous one is
a smooth
tarnsition 



We help you in adding more than one frame to your video screen and
instilling split screen in a video efficiently.
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Enhancing the outlook of the video using COLOR MATTE templates.



Inclusion of Lower thirds into a video 

Our expert team helps you effectively add important text such as a person's designation
or a Location in your video.



Removing certain colors and add special effects to the video using Chroma key.

GREEN  SCREEN  AND  CHROMA  KEY



When you join
Techniek, you get
access to a skilled and
efficient video editing
staff that helps you
transform even the
most basic videos into
more professional
ones.

CONCLUS ION


